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Llama Llama Zippity Zoom
Llama Llama plays in the park, zipping by on
scooters, swooshing down the slide, and zooming by
on a tricycle. On board pages.
Based on an episode of Llama Llama's animated
Netflix series, this book is all about one of the most
fun activities for little llamas (and kids): camping!
Look out, world--Llama Llama is a TV star! The
beloved character, made famous by Anna
Dewdney's best-selling picture books, is the star of
his own original series, now airing on Netflix. In this
episode-based 8x8, Llama Llama goes camping for
the very first time and learns a valuable lesson: what
seems scary can actually be super-duper FUN! Your
little llamas will love relating to their favorite picture
book character as he faces new and challenging
situations.
It's Llama Llama's birthday in this 8x8 based on an
episode of the animated Netflix series. Look out,
world--Llama Llama is a TV star! The beloved
character, made famous by Anna Dewdney's bestselling picture books, is the star of his own original
series, now airing on Netflix. In this episode-based
8x8, Llama Llama is worried that his friends have
forgotten about his birthday, but he's in for a big
surprise when they throw him a party! Your little
llamas will love relating to their favorite picture book
character as he faces new and challenging
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situations.
Llama Llama holidays. Jingle music. Lights ablaze.
How long till that special date? Llama Llama has to
wait. If there's one thing Llama Llama doesn't like,
it's waiting. He and Mama Llama rush around,
shopping for presents, baking cookies, decorating
the tree . . . but how long is it until Christmas? Will it
ever come? Finally, Llama Llama just can't wait any
more! It takes a cuddle from Mama Llama to remind
him that "Gifts are nice, but there's another: The true
gift is, we have each other."
Elmo and his friends play a variation of everyone’ s
favorite game, “Simon Says.” “Elmo Says,” is just
like the original, except that here, our favorite furry
little red monster leads the action. Toddlers and
adults can read and join in the play—they just have to
be careful to listen for those magic words: Elmo
says!
Anna Dewdney's New York Times bestselling series
continues with a new Llama Llama concept board
book about numbers and counting told through
tidying up! It's time to tidy up! Join Llama Llama as
he helps his mama clean and count the mess he
made. From 10 books to pick up, all the way to 1
Mama Llama to love all day, this new Llama Llama
numbers concept board book is written in rhyme and
illustrated by JT Morrow and is about the fun of
tidying up while counting down to one Mama Llama!
Collects four stories in which Llama Llama wakes up,
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plays at the playground, and goes to bed.
The sounds of the farm animals create a lively beat
that keeps Farmer Sue, the chicks, sheep, and other
farm animals awake. On board pages.
This joyful story celebrates dad as the most fun in the world
and the best playground ever! He's the highest swing and a
great climbing wall, he's a bouncing trampoline and merry as
a merry-go-round. And then, when playtime is over, dad is the
best for reading and snuggling with before bed. Luciana
Navarro Powell's spirited text is perfectly paired with her
colorful, energetic and very humorous artwork. Dads and their
kids will love reading and re-reading this glorious celebration
of fathers.
A young llama wants to play but must go shopping with his
mother instead, and so he gets angry and makes a mess at
the store.
Get ready to say goodnight in this sweet, sloth-themed twist
on the classic nursery rhyme "Rock-a-Bye Baby"! Sweet, lazy
sloth, snuggled up in a tree, Mama is with you, so don't you
worry. Just hang on a branch, and cling with your toes. And
tuck in your head and your cute button nose. Sloths love to
sleep, but when one little furry sloth's cradle is rocked by the
wind, Mama comes to the rescue! Now the baby sloth can
dream its sloth dreams knowing that Mama will always be
near. Little ones will love this fun twist on the popular nursery
rhyme "Rock-a-Bye Baby"!
Mama Llama teaches Llama Llama a humorous lesson in
cleaning up in Anna Dewdney's bestselling Llama Llama
series. Time to pick up all your toys! Why is Mama making
noise? Mama says it's cleaning day. Llama only wants to
play. Anna Dewdney's Llama Llama is growing up, but he still
loves to play with all his toys! When Mama Llama says it's
time to clean up, Llama responds like any child more
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interested in playing than cleaning . . . by ignoring her! But
Mama has an imaginative response of her own. What if she
never cleaned? What would happen then? Well, Llama Llama
is going to find out! Here is a truly funny take on a childhood
chore that all children will relate to and laugh at! And it is sure
to be helpful to get kids cleaning up!
Strange new teacher. Strange new toys. Lots of kids and lots
of noise! What would Llama like to do? Llama Llama feels so
new . . . It's Llama Llama's first day of preschool! And Llama
Llama's mama makes sure he's ready. They meet the
teachers. See the other children. Look at all the books and
games. But then it's time for Mama to leave. And suddenly
Llama Llama isn't so excited anymore. Will Mama Llama
come back? Of course she will. But before she does, the
other children show Llama Llama how much fun school can
be! Activities for Llama Llama Misses Mama by Anna
Dewdney Watch a Video
While other animals migrate, hibernate, or stay busy all
winter, a little white rabbit watches. On board pages.
It’s almost Christmas! Time for gift giving, song singing, and
cookie decorating. Llama Llama and Mama celebrate the
holidays in this fifth board book by Anna Dewdney.
Mrs. Peanuckle’s Vegetable Alphabet introduces babies and
toddlers to a colorful variety of vegetables, from asparagus to
zucchini. Perfect to read aloud, this vegetable buffet will
delight children and parents alike with its yummy vegetable
facts and vibrant illustrations. Learning the ABCs has never
been so delicious! Mrs. Peanuckle’s Vegetable Alphabet is
the first in a series of board books celebrating the joy of
nature at home and in the backyard, from fresh fruits and
vegetables to birds, bugs, flowers, and trees.
Potty time fun! Elephant poops on the grass. Fish poops in
the water. Snake poops on the sand. Where do you poop?
You poop here! In a potty, of course! Fun pictures of
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animals--an ant, an alligator, a bat, and more--make this a
perfect potty training book--and more! It's especially
appropriate for inquisitive, science-minded toddlers and
preschoolers who are curious about how their bodies work.
With an author's note about "What is poop?" and fun facts
about the animals featured in this book.
Anna Dewdney's Bestselling Llama Llama series continues
with Llama learning to read! Llama Llama learns at school.
Counting, writing, reading, rules. Friends and school -- there's
nothing better. Llama learning all the letters! Anna Dewdney's
beloved Llama Llama is growing up and learning to read!
Throughout the school day, the teacher helps Llama Llama
and the other children practice their letters, shows word
cards, reads stories, and brings them to the library where they
can all choose a favorite book. By the end of the day, Llama
Llama is recognizing words and can't wait to show Mama
Llama that he's becoming a reader!
Llama Llama has lots of errands to run for Mama Llama, but
gets distracted when he sees his friends around town all
having fun.
Following their teacher's lead, Llama Llama speaks to Gilroy
Goat and tells him he should not act like a bully on the
playground.
This wonderfully silly young graphic novel from Graphix
Chapters about fin-tastic friends is perfect for fans of The Bad
Guys and Narwhal and Jelly! When a silly prank lands
Squizzard in deep trouble, he comes down with a case of the
barnacle blues. Instead of going to the Coral Carnival with his
friends, he'll have to do the swim-possible and turn Seaweed
Elementary's junk-filled basement into an activity room for
after-school clubs. But there just may be hidden treasures to
discover if Squizzard can stop all the funny business long
enough to find them... Graphix Chapters are ideal books for
beginning and newly independent readers. With
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approachable page counts, easy-to-follow paneling, and
artwork that supports text comprehension, these engaging
stories with unforgettable characters help children become
lifelong readers. Get drawn into reading with Graphix
Chapters!
"Llama Llama can't find his fuzzy llama! Where could he be?
Near the blocks? Behind the door? Beneath the bed? Help
Llama Llama look for his beloved Fuzzy!"--Page 4 of cover.
Llama Llama loves to eat! You can scratch and sniff some of
Llama Llama's favorite treats, such as bananas, spaghetti,
and more!
It's hard to be patient when you're only a very little bear, and
Little Pip cannot wait until his birthday. And he's driving Papa
Grizzle nuts! Every day he wakes up and asks the same
question. Poor Daddy Grizzle . . . and poor Pip! How will he
be able to wait until the big day? Luckily, Pip has his big
Daddy Grizzle there to help. An hilarious and endearing story
that every parent will recognise!

What will the Easter Bunny bring for Llama Llama?
Jelly beans, colorful eggs, and a fluffy surprise!
Bursting with pastel colors and featuring a rhyming
text, Llama Llama Easter Egg is the perfect
introduction to Easter fun for little ones.
Striking and stylish, Look Look! is the ideal first
board book for babies just beginning to look and
learn and a perfect gift for little hands. Look, look!
Children run, fish swim, stars shine . . . all for baby's
eyes to see. This sturdy board book, full of highcontrast black-and-white cut-paper art perfect for
staring at, is just the thing for the eyes of the
youngest babies. A few words in curving red type on
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each spread describe the scenes—a car races, a cat
stretches, flowers bloom—and extend the book's age
appeal so that it will be fascinating to older babies,
too.
Nothing could be sweeter than Valentine’s Day with
Llama Llama! Llama Llama shows his friends and
family how much he loves them with heart-shaped
cards and lots of hugs.
Mama has just a little shopping to do but Llama
llama isn't happy at all He wants to be playing, not
shopping and soon everything is flying out of the
shopping cart Can Mama Llama fix it?
"This book details the life and habits of moose"-Llama Llama, morning light. Feeling yucky, just not
right. Down to breakfast. Tiny sneeze. Sniffle,
snuffle. Tissues, please! Ah-choo! Uh-oh, Llama
Llama's nose is feeling tickly, his throat is feeling
scratchy, and his head is feeling stuffy. Back to bed,
no school today for Llama Llama! Instead, he's home
with Mama. By lunchtime, though, he's beginning to
feel a tiny bit better. But now someone else has the
sneezes . . . Mama! And who will help her feel
better? Why, Llama Llama, of course! Anna
Dewdney's fun-to-read rhymes are sure to help
children and their parents get through those underthe-weather days.
Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first
nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in
clear and easy terms ("Siberian huskies curl into a
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tight ball to sleep") and featuring bright, cheerful
illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for
young children. And each page offers helpful
prompts for engaging with your child. It's a perfect
way to bring science and nature into the busy world
of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all
the books in the Hello, World! series- Solar System,
Weather, Backyard Bugs, Birds, Dinosaurs, My
Body, How Do Apples Grow?, Ocean Life, Moon
Landing, and Pets.
Llama Llama learns to swim in this sweet 8x8 based
on an episode from the Netflix animated television
series. Look out, world--Llama Llama is a TV star!
The beloved character, made famous by Anna
Dewdney's best-selling picture books, is the star of
his own original series, now airing on Netflix. Our
episode-based 8x8 tells the story of one of the most
memorable (and sometimes scary!) milestones:
learning to swim! Your little llamas will love relating
to their favorite picture book character as he faces
new and challenging situations.
Finally! A Llama Llama Red Pajama book & Llama
Llama plush together at last! The New York Times
bestseller Llama Llama Red Pajama is now part of
the perfect gift set, a book and plush! Anna
Dewdney's classic rhyming tale introduces Llama
Llama and his difficulty going to sleep after Mama
Llama heads dowstairs. Why doesn't she come
when he calls for her?! Humorous bedtime drama
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ensues and will comfort as well as amuse the
youngest of listeners!
Counting is as easy as 1... 2... purple?... in this
charming book of numbers from the creators of the
#1 New York Times Best Sellers, The Day the
Crayons Quit and The Day the Crayons Came
Home. Poor Duncan can't catch a break! First, his
crayons go on strike. Then, they come back home.
Now his favorite colors are missing once again! Can
you count up all the crayons that are missing from
his box? From the creative minds behind the The
Day the Crayons Quit and The Day the Crayons
Came Home comes a colorful board book
introducing young readers to numbers.
Llama Llama celebrates Thanksgiving Day.
"Llama Llama is at the beach. It's a day of
swimming, sand castles, seashells, and sunshine.
Pack your beach towel and come along."
A wonderfully silly take on library story time that’s
perfect for children, chickens, and everyone in
between Why did the chicken cross the road? To get
to story time at the library, of course! The children
like the chicken, the chicken likes the children, and
everyone loves story time. So it’s no surprise that
more children (and more chickens!) get in on the fun
until there are more kids and critters than the
librarian knows what to do with. Luckily, she comes
up with a creative solution and manages to find little
R & R for herself. Fans of Bats in the Library and
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Library Lion will fall in love and story time will never
be the same!
Llama Llama doesn't want to share his toys with his
new neighbors, but when fighting leads to broken
toys and tears, Llama learns that it's far better to
share.
It's an exciting day for Llama Llama; he's going to
visit Gram and Grandpa Llama and spend the night!
His first night away from home....and from Mama.
But he makes sure to pack everything he needs. And
there are so many fun things to do with Gram and
Grandpa. It's not until he gets ready for bed that he
realizes that he's forgotten something important.
Fuzzy Llama! Fortunately, Grandpa Llama has a
wonderful solution and soon Llama Llama is having
sweet dreams.
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